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The most incredible 
designs are those that 
reflect the precision, purity 
and elegance of nature.

Faucets for the Kitchen

At KWC, our destiny was never to invent 
the faucet, our destiny was to perfect it. 
Fortunately for us, we just happened 
to be genetically and geographically 
pre-disposed to creating perfection,   
after all, we,re Swiss. It,s in our DNA.
And so it was, back in 1874, when KWC 
was founded by Adolf Karrer that this 
journey of perfection would begin.

To this day, in every sketch our designers 
make, every die we cast, every faucet 
we polish by hand, echoes of a great 
history are all around us.

So too is a vision for our future, a                  
vision that keeps us on this journey 
that began over one hundred and forty        
years ago… in the pursuit of perfection 
and the achievement of excellence in 
connecting humans with water. To have 
a true Swiss Water Experience.
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Faucets
for the
Kitchen
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KWC ZOE touch light PRO is a 
faucet controlled using smart 
technology. It responds intuitively 
to a gentle touch and is extremely 
easy to program to suit your 
personal habits and needs. The full 
range of functions is encapsulated 
in the round operating unit, which 
features a ring of light that 
indicates the water temperature 
at any given time. 

KWC
ZOE
touch light PRO

KWC ZOE touch light PRO6

ZOE Touch Light PRO 
Pull-Down Faucet 
with luminaqua® 
LED-Technology, 
10.201.242.127 Spl/Ss
10.201.242.000 Ch

Touch and refresh – 1 × tap 
Cold water = blue. For drinking a quick glass 
of water, washing fruit or preparing salad.

Touch and clean – 2 × tap 
Warm water = orange. For quickly washing your 
hands, rinsing off a plate or filling small pans.

Touch and prepare – 3 × tap 
Hot water = red. For filling pasta pans and kettles 
or washing up roasting tins and baking trays.

Spl/Ss: SplendureTM Stainless Steel 
Ch: Chrome
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KWC
ZOE

On and Off
A touch of a button is all it takes for luminaqua®
to transform the jet of water from your faucet
into a wonderful play of light. The light switches
off automatically after 30 minutes.

KWC ZOE 9

With KWC ZOE, you can 
channel our 140 years of 
expertise in working with 
water into your kitchen in 
the form of a sculptural 
masterpiece. This faucet 
combines clever functions 
with a captivating interplay 
of light and water and the 
distinctive hallmark of a 
master in unparalleled 
perfection. In short, KWC 
ZOE brings a whole new 
level of luxury to your 
kitchen.



ZOE Soap Dispenser
Z.536.586.106 Bk

ZOE Soap Dispenser
Z.536.586.127 Spl/Ss
Z.536.586.000 Ch

ZOE Pull-Down Faucet 
with luminaqua® LED-Technology
10.201.122.150 Wh

ZOE Pull-Down Faucet 
with luminaqua® LED-Technology
10.201.122.127 Spl/Ss
10.201.122.000 Ch

ZOE Pull-Down Faucet 
with jetcleanTM

10.201.102.127 Spl/Ss
10.201.102.000 Ch

ZOE Pull-Down Faucet 
with jetcleanTM

10.201.102.150 Wh

KWC ZOEKWC ZOE10 11

ZOE Pull-Down Faucet 
with luminaqua® LED-Technology
10.201.122.106 Bk

ZOE Pull-Down Faucet 
with jetcleanTM

12.201.102.106 Bk

Evocative 
and enduring

Spl/Ss: SplendureTM Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome  Bk: Black Chrome-Plated  Wh: Glacier White



Looking to the future.

KWC ONO touch light PRO 
makes every important 
element seem simple, leaving 
you to focus on the essentials 
in the kitchen. 

KWC
ONO
touch light PRO

Push and turn
With this faucet, the exception is the rule: 
you can fine-tune the pre-set water temperatures 
and flow rates which ever way you like. A gentle 
turn is all that is required to adjust the temperature, 
or just push and turn to change the flow rate.

Tip: Just tap
You can call up pre-set water temperatures and 
flow rates quickly and conveniently by simply 
tapping the operating unit: one tap means cold 
(blue), two taps means warm (orange) and three 
means hot (red). Of course, you can also adjust 
these settings to suit you.

KWC ONO touch light PRO12



This clever faucet takes the benefits 
offered by the ONO faucets and enhances 
them with a touch of sophistication and 
technological intelligence.

ONO highflexTM PRO faucet 
with LED-Technology
10.653.112.000 Ch

ONO highflexTM PRO faucet with 
Wall Control LED-Technology
10.652.132.000 Ch

Concealed Unit
Z.636.183

ONO highflexTM PRO faucet with 
LED-Technology
10.651.122.000 Ch

ONO Swivel 
Spout Faucet with 
LED-Technology
10.652.012.000 Ch

ONO Swivel 
Spout Faucet with 
LED-Technology
10.651.022.000 Ch

ONO Swivel 
Spout Faucet with Wall 
Control LED-Technology
10.651.032.000 Ch

Concealed Unit
Z.636.183

KWC ONO touch light PROKWC ONO touch light PRO14 15

A technological 
masterpiece

Ch: Chrome

ONO Wireless Control
Z.536.638.000



KWC
ONO

Direct and precise
The KWC ONO operating lever is made of the kind 
of unbreakable, corrosion-resistant stainless steel 
you would normally find in medical technology. 
This means that you can count on perfect precision 
when you use it.

KWC ONO appeals to your 
appreciation for all things  
practical – and to your 
sophistication. That is why 
this  simple faucet for the 
kitchen is not only  designed 
to be extra robust, but also 
has an exceptionally fine 
finish. 

KWC ONO 17

High tech and highly flexible
The innovative highflex® spring hose opens your kitchen 
door to the future. This hose, designed as a sweeping 
curve, can be moved in any direction, returns to its original 
position automatically and stays firmly in place when it is 
not being used – even without the spray holder.



ONO Soap Dispenser
Z.536.060.700 Ss

ONO Soap Dispenser
Z.536.060.000 Ch

ONO highflexTM 
PRO Faucet
10.151.423.700 Ss
10.151.423.000 Ch
10.151.423.700DL Ss
10.151.423.000DL Ch

ONO Swivel 
Spout Faucet
10.151.413.700 Ss
10.151.413.000 Ch
10.151.413.700DL Ss
10.151.413.000DL Ch

Simply smart:
thats the long 
and short of it

KWC ONOKWC ONO18 19

Ss: Solid Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome  DL: Thick Lever

KWC ONO assists you with its 
intelligent  functions, yet it is always 
the perfect picture of elegance.

ONO Swivel 
Pull-Out Faucet with 
jetcleanTM

10.151.033.700 Ss
10.151.033.000 Ch
10.151.033.700DL Ss
10.151.033.000DL Ch

ONO Pull-Out Faucet
10.151.113.700 Ss
10.151.113.000 Ch
10.151.113.700DL Ss
10.151.113.000DL Ch

ONO Pull-Down Faucet 
10.151.102.700 Ss
10.151.102.000 Ch
10.151.102.700DL Ss
10.151.102.000DL Ch

ONO Bar Faucet
10.151.991.700 Ss
10.151.991.000 Ch
10.151.991.700 Ss
10.151.991.000 Ch



Sophisticated and efficient, 
KWC SYSTEMA faucets boast 
a modular system ideal for 
chefs and their kitchens. 
With diverse functions and 
applications, these faucets work 
well in kitchens of all sizes and 
come in complementing styles 
that can easily be mixed and 
matched.

KWC
SYSTEMA

Diffused and focused
Multifaceted pre-rinse spray can toggle 
between cone and parallel spray with a simple 
turn of the faucet’s faceplate.

Innovative and effortless
Innovative faceplate design makes KWC SYSTEMA         
virtually self-cleaning. The holes on the jetcleanTM                 
faceplate expand when water is flowing, dislodging           
limescale deposits, and return to their original size  
when the water is off. 

KWC SYSTEMA20



SYSTEMA Pull-Out Faucet 
with jetclean®
10.501.004.727 Spl/Ss 12 1/8“
10.501.004.736 Ss/Mb 12 1/8“
10.501.003.727 Spl/Ss 11 5/8“
10.501.003.736 Ss/Mb 11 5/8“

KWC SYSTEMA22

*Includes Wall Anchor
Spl/Ss: SplendureTM Stainless Steel  Ss: Solid Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome  Mb: Matte Black

SYSTEMA Professional
Swivel Spout
10.501.154.127 Spl/Ss*
10.501.144.127 Spl/Ss
10.501.154.000 Ch*

10.501.144.000 Ch

SYSTEMA Professional
Swivel Spout
10.501.134.127 Spl/Ss
10.501.134.000 Ch

SYSTEMA Pull-Down 
Faucet
10.501.202.700 Ss
10.501.202.000 Ch

SYSTEMA Prep 
Pull-Down faucet
10.501.012.700 Ss
10.501.012.000 Ch

SYSTEMA Potfiller 
Service Faucet
10.500.357.700 Spl/Ss
10.500.357.000 Ch



KWC
SIN
KWC SIN not only enables 
you to fulfill your aesthetic  
ambitions; it says something 
about your good sense too. 
After all, it enhances your 
kitchen with an extra touch 
of sensuality and intelligent 
functionality. 

KWC SIN 25

High-tech and highly flexible
The innovative highflex® spring hose from KWC opens 
your kitchen door to the future. This curved hose can 
be moved in any direction, returns to its original position 
automatically and stays firmly in place when it is not 
being used. If you place the spring hose in the spray 
holder with the help of a positioning aid, you can use it 
as a stable swivel spout that can be rotated 360°.



Subtle 
Inspiration
There is no place where senses 
and sensuality are more apparent 
than in the kitchen. It is these two 
ingredients that have been 
combined to  create KWC SIN.

SIN highflex™ Professional
Pull-Down Faucet
10.261.432.127 Spl/Ss
10.261.432.000 Ch

SIN Pull-Out Faucet with 
jetclean™
10.261.002.127 Spl/Ss
10.261.002.000 Ch

SIN Prep Faucet
10.261.102.127 Spl/Ss
10.261.102.000 Ch

SIN Bar Faucet
10.261.012.127 Spl/Ss
10.261.012.000 Ch

SIN Soap Dispenser
Z.536.332.127 Spl/Ss
Z.536.332.000 Ch

KWC SINKWC SIN26 27

Spl/Ss: SplendureTM Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome



Elegant and stylish yet practical, 
KWC EVE faucets combine 
sleek design with a 270-degree 
swivel spout and a 24-inch 
pull-down spray head. 
Integrated LED lights in the 
faucet head add aesthetics and 
illuminate your workspace.

KWC
EVE

KWC EVE28

Sleek and fitted
The pull-out spray with flexible hose is
incorporated into the faucet design. Others will            
admire its beauty. You

,
ll know how practical it           

really is. 

Aesthetics with focus
Iridescent luminaqua® LED lighting embedded into 
the pull-out aerator brings tranquil beauty to your 
kitchen. But the beauty transcends aesthetics alone 
and provides task lighting for your basin. 

Simple and energy-saving
luminaqua® LED lighting is long-lasting and 
energy efficient. One-touch operation brings           
illumination to your workspace while automatic 
shutoff after 45 minutes ensures the lowest 
possible energy use.  



KWC EVE 31

EVE Pull-Down 
Faucet with luminaqua® 
LED-Technology
10.121.103.700 Ss
10.121.103.000 Ch

EVE Prep Pull-Down 
Faucet with luminaqua® 
LED-Technology
10.121.102.700 Ss
10.121.102.000 Ch

EVE Pull-Down 
Faucet with luminaqua® 
LED-Technology
10.121.103.151 Bk

EVE Pull-Down 
Faucet with luminaqua® 
LED-Technology
10.121.103.150 Wh

EVE Pull-Down 
Faucet
10.111.103.700 Ss
10.111.103.000 Ch

EVE Prep 
Pull-Down Faucet
10.111.102.700 Ss
10.111.102.000 Ch

EVE Soap Dispenser
Z.536.063.700 Ss
Z.536.063.000 Ch

KWC EVE30

Ss: Solid Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome  Bk: Black Chrome-Plated  Wh: Glacier White



KWC
SUPRIMO
KWC SUPRIMO knows 
that you appreciate good 
performance. Made of stainless 
steel, this faucet is as 
immaculate and  robust as its 
material suggests and is sure 
to set plenty of new standards 
in your kitchen – whether it is 
in terms of material, quality, 
precision or elegance.

KWC SUPRIMO 33

In and out
Our pull-out aerator extends 28 inches to add 
maximum flexibility to your faucet. It retracts 
automatically when not in use for true hands-free 
convenience.

Turn and lock (tal)
While most faucets revert to aerator mode when 
turned off, our Turn and Lock feature lets you
lock-in the spray mode to effortlessly access the 
flow that’s right for the job.



KWC SUPRIMO 35

SUPRIMO Pull-Down 
Faucet with luminaqua® 
LED-Technology
10.272.123.700 Ss

SUPRIMO Tall Pull-Out 
Faucet with jetclean™
10.271.333.700 Ss

SUPRIMO Pull-Out 
Faucet with jetclean™
10.271.033.700 Ss
10.271.033.736 Ss/Mb

SUPRIMO Tall Pull-Out 
Faucet
10.271.303.700 Ss

SUPRIMO Soap Dispenser
Z.536.062.700 Ss

Ss: Solid Stainless Steel  Mb: Matte Black

SUPRIMO Pull-Out 
Faucet
10.271.103.700 Ss

KWC SUPRIMO34



KWC LIVELLO36

Choose right- or left-side 
lever installation and chrome 
or stainless steel finish. 
Continuously variable flow 
and temperature allow you 
to adjust the water to your 
precise needs. Unlike conventional 
faucets, the LIVELLO is designed 
so that water flows colder 
when the handle is pulled 
forward, so it’s child safe too.

KWC
LIVELLO

LIVELLO Pull-Out 
Faucet
10.231.103.700 Ss
10.231.103.000 Ch

Ss: Solid Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome

Thick and thin
Simple aesthetics, cleverly thought out
down to the smallest detail: KWC LIVELLO
is available with two different lever styles, allowing 
you to customize the look and feel of your faucet.



KWC
SAROS
KWC SAROS is guaranteed 
to draw attention and adds 
an extra special and 
distinctive touch to your 
kitchen, whether you prefer 
classic styles or modern 
design. This high-quality 
faucet line highlights both 
your courage to be different 
and your love of clever 
details.

KWC SAROS 39

Smart and efficient 
Switch effortlessly from a full aerated Neoperl® spray 
to a fine needle spray with the touch of a button. The 
automatic reset returns the spray to its original setting.

In and out
The extendable magnetic spray on this faucet 
knows when enough is enough. After use, it automatically 
docks back onto the spout and locks into place 
with a click.



SAROS Pull-Down
Faucet with jetclean™
10.181.003.127 Spl/Ss
10.181.003.000 Ch

SAROS Bar Faucet
10.181.992.127 Spl/Ss
10.181.992.000 Ch

KWC SAROS40

Spl/Ss: SplendureTM Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome

SAROS Prep Pull-Out 
Faucet with jetclean™
10.181.002.127 Spl/Ss
10.181.002.000 Ch



KWC AVA42

KWC AVA will satisfy both your 
fine sense of style and your 
requirement for reliable Swiss 
quality and state-of-the-art 
technology. With this faucet, 
you are sending out a clear 
message in your kitchen: 
whoever lives here knows
precisely what he or she wants.

KWC
AVA

Up and down
KWC AVA’s flat lever has virtually become its  
trademark feature. It is based on a concealed  
mechanism that feels completely new, with the 
lever turning and rising simultaneously when you 
turn the faucet on.



KWC AVA44

AVA Pull-Out 
Faucet with jetclean™
10.191.033.127 Spl/Ss
10.191.033.000 Ch

AVA Pull-Out 
Faucet with jetclean™
10.191.003.127 Spl/Ss
10.191.003.000 Ch

AVA Pull-Out 
Faucet
10.191.103.127 Spl/Ss
10.191.103.000 Ch

AVA Pull-Out 
Faucet
10.191.113.127 Spl/Ss
10.191.113.000 Ch

AVA Soap Dispenser
Z.536.159.127 Spl/Ss
Z.536.159.000 Ch

Spl/Ss: SplendureTM Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome

AVA Potfiller 
Service Faucet
10.001.367.127 Spl/Ss
10.001.367.000 Ch

KWC AVA 45



KWC
DOMO
The iconic KWC DOMO has 
been the faucet of choice 
in Switzerland for more 
than 30 years. With a
commitment to retaining the 
original standard of quality, 
KWC has updated the 
DOMO series to offer today’s 
consumers a classic faucet 
design that fits modern 
lifestyles.

KWC DOMO 47

Tightly sealed
This innovative sealing membrane keeps your faucets 
watertight for a long period of time. It protects the 
control cartridge from residue left by cleaning agents 
and dirt. The lever  support is reinforced with a metal 
core and integrated into the membrane, reliably  
preventing the lever from coming loose.



DOMO Pull-Out Faucet 
with flexguard™ & jetclean™
10.061.032.127 Spl/Ss 7“ Spout
10.061.032.000 Ch 7“ Spout
10.061.033.127 Spl/Ss 9“ Spout 
10.061.033.000 Ch 9“ Spout

DOMO Pull-Down 
Faucet with flexguard™
10.061.004.127 Spl/Ss
10.061.004.000 Ch

Spl/Ss: SplendureTM Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome

DOMO Bar Faucet 
with flexguard™
10.061.991.127 Spl/Ss
10.061.991.000 Ch

KWC DOMO 49

DOMO Pull-Out Faucet 
with flexguard™ & jetclean™
10.061.002.127 Spl/Ss 7“ Spout
10.061.002.000 Ch 7“ Spout
10.061.003.127 Spl/Ss 9“ Spout
10.061.003.000 Ch 9“ Spout



KWC EDGE50

The KWC EDGE with its playful 
lines and brilliant  design set the 
scene in your kitchen with expert 
perfection. And KWC EDGE is 
ideal for smaller budgets, too – 
without  compromising on 
convenience or quality, of course.

KWC
EDGE

Ready and able
The jetcleanTM faceplate prevents limescale from 
build ing up on your kitchen spray and makes cleaning 
less of an effort for you. When water is flowing, the 
holes in the faceplate expand and dislodge any limescale 
deposits. The holes go back to their normal size when 
the water flow is switched off.

Quick and clean
If limescale deposits build up on the faceplate of your 
faucet, the turn and clean fastening mechanism will come 
to your aid: simply turn, clean and the job is done.

Spl/Ss: SplendureTM Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome

EDGE Pull-Out Faucet
10.021.033.127 Spl/Ss
10.021.033.000 Ch



KWC
LUNA-E
Innovation persists with 
LUNA-E faucets, which bring 
new benefits into the family 
while incorporating the 
much-loved features of its 
predecessor. Add in superior 
luxury and technology, and 
LUNA-E emerges as a 
complementary style that pairs 
well with both contemporary 
and classic kitchens.

KWC LUNA-E 53

Innovative and effortless
Innovative faceplate design makes KWC LUNA-E
virtually self-cleaning. The holes on the jetcleanTM 
faceplate expand when water is flowing, dislodging 
limescale deposits, and return to their original size 
when the water is off.  

Micro spray
This innovative feature allows you to direct water
exactly where it is needed.  

Comfortable and efficient
The pull-out aerator sits comfortably in your hand and 
offers complete maneuverability at all times. Its ability 
to be extended up to 23'' can be a decisive advantage 
in the kitchen. 



KWC LUNA 55

LUNA Pull-Out Faucet
with jetclean™
10.211.033.127 Spl/Ss
10.211.033.000 Ch

LUNA-E Pull-Down Faucet 
10.441.002.127 Spl/Ss
10.441.002.000 Ch

LUNA-E Pull-Out Faucet 
with jetclean™
10.441.033.127 Spl/Ss
10.441.033.000 Ch

LUNA-E Prep Faucet 
10.441.003.127 Spl/Ss
10.441.003.000 Ch

LUNA-E Bar Faucet 
10.441.012.127 Spl/Ss
10.441.012.000 Ch

LUNA-E Potfiller 
Service Faucet
10.001.357.127 Spl/Ss
10.001.357.000 Ch

Spl/Ss: SplendureTM Stainless Steel  Ch: Chrome

KWC LUNA-E54



KWC
PIANA
With KWC PIANA, you are 
sending out a clear message: 
 ensuring honest quality in 
your kitchen is more 
important to you than 
putting on a show. In many 
respects, this  premium 
all-around solution is straight-
forward; it offers  extensive 
functions, ease of use and 
excellent value.

KWC PIANA 57

Ch: Chrome

Simple yet effective
You benefit from exceptional ease of use and 
greater hygiene thanks to the seamlessly  integrated 
membrane on the faucet switch. It simply keeps all 
dirt particles out.

PIANA Pull-Out Faucet
with jetclean™
10.361.033.000 Ch
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